How to Throw a Successful Lingerie Party
Before throwing a party at all, there are steps to consider and their different reasons while you
may want to throw a party. But when it comes to throwing a lingerie party you must follow some
procedures and other things.
When you desire to throw or put up a lingerie party? Lingerie parties are becoming popular
sometimes now and a lot of girls and guys are asking how do we throw a successful and mindblowing lingerie party? To start with you need to decide what kind of lingerie party you want to
throw. I bet some of us don’t know there is more than one kind of lingerie party?
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First among any lingerie parties is the party where you have only girls or both guys and girls
who are asked to come to a lingerie party. If the party is mainly for girls only, you will possibly
need the girls to wear more revealing lingerie, and likely more of your invited girl guests will
wear lingerie.168 This is where the planning and preparation starts. Firstly you want to make the
wearing of lingerie compulsory? Also, is this going to be coed? These decisions have to be
made first as they will determine a lot of what is to happen. All girl lingerie parties can be great
fun, kind of like a sleepover when you were a kid, with girls wearing lingerie and the
entertainment being tame or torrid. These lingerie parties can have a meaning to them, such as
a lingerie party, and this can be an excuse to buy the bride to be lingerie and other fun gifts
such as gag gifts, massage products or whatever you fancy. The more tightly you plan the
theme, the clearer the invited guests going to be sure of what to wear, bring, expect and
anticipate.
A great idea is to have a theme to the party and within it is a lingerie party, a
costume/masquerade party within the ladies party. The theme or subject of the party will
suggest what kind of decorations to use, the food and drinks to serve and games you might
want to play. Keeping the bride to be in mind should direct you in what presents to buy And after
all, making the girls be the center of attention, involved or embarrassed is a large part of the
reason for the party. Keep it a surprise and the anticipation by everyone who knows about it will
add to the excitement. Lingerie parties don’t just have to be about just lingerie, but the wearing
of lingerie can create a sense of relaxation, especially if it is to be worn with comfort being the
key. This can turn into a riot of fun as guys only may allow all the girls to feel comfortable
wearing flirty or provocative lingerie. Keep in mind that this may make some girls uncomfortable,
so plan accordingly.
The second type of lingerie party is for the purpose of exposing your girlfriends to lingerie and
you may or may not make a little money in the process. These lingerie parties are along the
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lines of jewelry or makeup parties and have been around for a long period of time. Some
organizations specialize in this type of party, but we suggest you inform or contact a local
lingerie boutique around you and see if they are interested in a lingerie party. They may know of
models, or you can "volunteer” your friends to model the lingerie items for everyone. This area
of lingerie parties should include some good appetizers and light refreshments. How do you
make money? You can "negotiate” with the local boutique for a percentage of the sales, as girls
may choose to buy the lingerie for themselves or for a friend. The relaxed atmosphere of one’s
home, combined with the ability to ask questions and learn all about a product, as well as
getting to try on the items on in a very private setting encourages many girls to open their
pocketbook. There are no hard and fast rules, so any variation of the two types of lingerie
parties should work out just fine.
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